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Lawyers today are inundated with opportunities to showcase their services online. Most attorneys wonder 
where they should focus their resources in order to have the most impact. At the end of the day, individuals 
need to have a solid presence throughout the Internet, and this doesn’t just mean having a well-designed,  
content-rich profile online; it means engaging and interacting with target audiences ethically and effectively.  
Attorneys need to think beyond firm websites and the common social media platforms to address the myriad  
of online opportunities that make sense to grow their legal practices. 

Best practices should always be employed for the setup and utilization of online tools – as well as the strategy 
for use. You don’t have to use all of them just because they exist. However, just because they exist, you may 
already have an online profile of which you are unaware. Database entries for profiles are often created  
automatically by third party platforms such as Avvo and LinkedIn, and Google+ social media profiles are  
generated as soon as any Google account is created.

WHY IS THIS IMPORTANT TO LAWYERS AND LAW FIRMS? 

The online landscape has changed the traditions of business develop-
ment by broadening opportunities to connect with existing and  
potential customers and reinforcing the Internet as the central focus  
of a marketing presence. Websites serve as the hub of all our marketing 
and public relations efforts and are supported by a larger picture that 
involves web platforms in the social media, directory listing, ratings and 
reviews and content sharing mediums. Brochures, business cards, print 
advertising, and event sponsorship all still play a role, but they have been 
marginalized by today’s technologies.

It wasn’t that long ago that law firms first acknowledged that firm  
websites were a valid way to provide target audiences with information and access to attorneys. Traditionally, 
referral sources, the physical office and conventional advertising in vehicles such as the phone book were the 
trusted methodologies for growing a practice. 

Referrals are about developing and nurturing relationships to grow business. Many attorneys will assert  
that the number one way they receive new business is through referrals. But what about the missed  
opportunity for business from potential clients who turn to the Internet first and are not finding the firm?

More than 76 percent of adults looking to hire an attorney used online resources in 2012 at some point in their 
search and selection process, according to an Attorney Selection Research Study of 4,000 adult Internet users 
conducted by The Research Intelligence Group (TRIG). The study found that consumers still relied on friends 
and family for referral advice, but they were slightly more likely to conduct an Internet search instead (Lexis-
Nexis, 2012). This minimal change in behavior in 2012 will become more pronounced with the continued rise in 
popularity and credibility of legal ratings and review sites such as Avvo.com.

76% OF ADULTS 
LOOKING TO HIRE  
AN ATTORNEY USED 
ONLINE RESOURCES  
IN 2012

(LexisNexis, 2012)
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REVIEW, RATING AND RANKING SITES AND LEGAL ADVICE FORUMS

There are countless ways that a new business lead may find out about an attorney or law firm. Google claims 
that “97 percent of consumers search for local businesses online” (Google, 2014). Below are many of the  
websites (which are not company website links) that appear on result pages when using a search engine to  
find legal services. Included is a description of each of these sites and options for use (in alphabetical order).

Some of these sites offer users the ability to post comments and reviews of professionals and firms. While  
negative reviews absolutely can affect perceptions, the impact of positive reviews is significant. 57 percent of 
individuals who searched for an attorney online in 2012 checked and compared the ratings / reviews of a  
lawyer or firm online (LexisNexis, 2012).

ATTORNEYS.COM

Results from profile listings on Attorneys.com occasionally show up in search results. A division of LexisNexis® 
Martindale-Hubbell®, this site helps individuals who are facing a legal issue find a licensed, local attorney. This is a 
paid referral service website and although there are no registration fees to set up a profile, attorneys will pay a 
fee for each lead attorneys.com provides.

AVVO.COM

Online searches for attorney names almost always contain an Avvo.com entry on the first or second page of 
results. Lawyer profiles are pulled into Avvo’s database automatically and most will find that they already have 
established profiles, even if they haven’t visited the website. Lawyers should claim their free profile and complete 
the profile’s sections fully. Avvo offers the ability to search for lawyers, research legal topics, consult frequently 
asked questions, learn about practice areas, and add reviews for lawyers. Avvo has a ratings system that displays 
with each attorney profile; lawyers that complete full profiles and also have a few client reviews and peer  
endorsements tend to have the highest ratings. 

FINDLAW.COM

Part of Thomson Reuters, FindLaw.com offers a clean interface to an array of legal knowledge. It includes profiles 
of law firms that contain overviews, fees, Google maps, and contact information. Within these firm profiles,  
associated firm attorneys and links to full attorney profiles are listed. Attorney profiles contain articles, videos, 
awards and biographical information. Profiles can be claimed and updated only after registering at FindLaw.com 
for an account.

HG.ORG

Results from profile listings on HG.org occasionally show up in search results. HG.org allows attorneys and firms 
to post a profile with a free basic listing and offers upgrades for premium listings. Free listings include contact 
information, a Google map, an overview, practice area listings with descriptions, and the ability to publish legal 
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articles on the directory. Profiles can be created after registering for an account. The site’s directory interface is 
clunky, contains an overload of information and can be confusing to navigate. 

JDSUPRA.COM

JDSupra.com has evolved to be a highly visible digital publisher that delivers expert legal information targeted to 
the business world. It delivers news, updates and analysis on various legal practice areas and topics. Lawyers and 
law firms may contribute content to be distributed and shared throughout the website and in JD Supra’s various 
vehicles, which include newsletters and social media publishing integration. 

The documents shared on JDSupra.com are linked to their contributors’ profiles, which include practice areas, 
biographical information, and contact information; profiles are not connected to other people, but to the  
author’s work. Firms may choose to list all attorneys on JDSupra.com with individual and practice area profiles  
all connected to one firm profile. Premium profile listings are available for a fee.

JUSTIA.COM

Justia.com provides free directory profile listings for attorneys with basic information and the option to pay for 
upgraded profiles. Profiles can be created after registering for an account. Visitors can search for a lawyer by 
state, city or practice area. At the site’s Legal Answers sections, lawyers can post answers to general questions 
organized by practice area, which then link back to the directory profile listing.

LAWYERCENTRAL.COM

Results from listings on LawyerCentral.com occasionally show up in search results. Attorneys can claim their free 
profile and validate via email. 

LAWYERNEXT.COM

Results from listings on LawyerNext.com occasionally show up in search results. The site offers free basic profiles 
for lawyers and the ability to upgrade to a premium listing for a fee. The search function for visitors is inconsis-
tent and pages are often difficult to navigate.  

LAWYERS.COM

Owned by LexisNexis® Martindale-Hubbell®, Lawyers.com offers directory listings that include an office profile 
with map and hours, descriptive firm information, client and peer reviews, and links to firm attorneys with their 
own full profiles and contact information. This site is one of the best online directories, with clear search  
functionality for the visitor, and very easy-to-navigate pages with direct calls-to-action. The site provides visitors 
with do-it-yourself legal forms, a legal question forum, and content surrounding specific legal issues. Lawyers.com 
only offers profiles for a fee.
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LAWINFO.COM

Results from listings on LawInfo.com occasionally show up in search results when conducting a practice-area-
specific search. The site offers three paid levels of directory listing profile options. 

LAW.CORNELL.EDU

Results from Law.Cornell.edu frequently show up on search engine result pages. Affiliated with Cornell Law 
School and also privately funded, this site’s search functionality enables visitors to search a lawyer directory, a 
legal encyclopedia and legal forms. Visitors can search for a lawyer by state, city or practice area (powered by the 
Justia.com website). The site provides free directory profile listings for attorneys with basic information and the 
option to pay for upgraded profiles. Profiles can be created after registering for an account. 

MARTINDALE.COM

Managed by LexisNexis® Martindale-Hubbell®, this site offers directory listings for attorneys, office profiles,  
consumer reviews, practice area listings and, of course, Martindale’s Peer Review Ratings. All lawyers should  
at least claim their free online profiles on Martindale.com and may want to consider joining the Martindale  
Connected social platform to leverage optimized content in that area as well as networking opportunities.  
Paid profile options are available at various fee levels.

NOLO.COM

Results from listings on Nolo.com occasionally show up on search engine result pages. This site helps individuals 
who are facing a legal issue find a licensed, local attorney as well as do-it-yourself forms and legal information. 
The Nolo.com directory listing is a paid referral service.

YELP.COM

With more than 132 million unique visitors each month, Yelp.com is a powerhouse on the web and in search 
engines. Any firm can set up a free account to post photos and connect with customers. Law firms can add 
information about their offices and practice areas as well as a link to the firm’s website. Premium profile listings 
are available for a fee.
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